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Cell shape provides global control of focal adhesion assembly
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Abstract
Cell spreading was controlled independently of the amount and density of immobilized integrin ligand by culturing cells on single
adhesive islands of diﬀerent sizes (100–2500 lm2 ) and shapes (squares, circles, and lines) or on many smaller (3–5 lm diameter)
circular islands that were coated with a saturating density of ﬁbronectin and separated by non-adhesive regions. The amount of focal
adhesions (FAs) containing vinculin and phosphotyrosine increased in direct proportion to cell spreading under all conditions. FAs
localized asymmetrically along the periphery of the small islands that experienced highest tensional stress, and FA staining increased
when cytoskeletal tension was stimulated with thrombin, whereas inhibitors of contractility promoted FA disassembly. Thus, these
ﬁndings demonstrate the existence of an “inside-out” mechanism whereby global cell distortion produces increases in cytoskeletal
tension that feed back to drive local changes in FA assembly. This complex interplay between cell morphology, mechanics, and
adhesion may be critical to how cells integrate from and function in living tissues.
Ó 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Cell adhesion to extracellular matrix (ECM) plays a
critical role in many cellular functions, ranging from
migration and proliferation to apoptosis [1,2]. The primary subcellular structures that mediate the regulatory
eﬀects of ECM adhesion on cell behavior are the focal
adhesions (FAs). These macromolecular complexes
mediate cell anchorage to ECM by physically coupling
integrins to the contractile actin cytoskeleton [3,4]; they
also orient and concentrate numerous signaling proteins
at sites of integrin binding and clustering [3,5]. Because
FAs function not only as the mechanical linkages that
anchor the intracellular cytoskeleton to bound integrins
and the ECM, but also as biochemical signaling hubs for
many regulatory pathways, regulation of their assembly
and disassembly is a critical mechanism for controlling
cell function [1,4,6].
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Early studies of cell adhesion on ﬂat substrates described several distinct processes, including the initial
clustering of integrins when they bind to ECM ligands,
associated formation of FAs, and progressive maturation of these adhesion complexes as cells undergo active
spreading and ﬂattening. Because these processes proceed in parallel during initial attachment, it has been
diﬃcult to determine how each depends on the other. By
varying the density of ECM ligand coated onto substrates, it was shown that FA formation and cell
spreading both increase with increased integrin binding
and clustering [7]. Studies have also suggested that cell
shape depends on FA assembly, as knocking out FA
proteins such as vinculin or focal adhesion kinase (FAK)
results in cells that fail to spread normally [8,9]. Exposing
suspended (round) cells to ECM-coated microbeads also
induces FA formation within minutes [10,11], however,
these structures appear to be more transient than the
FAs formed on substrates. For example, ECM-coated
beads only form mature, stable FAs if mechanical forces
are applied to integrin-bound beads [12,13], and cells can
generate such stabilizing forces at adhesions on planar
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substrates through the action of their own contractile
cytoskeleton [14,15]. Interestingly, we recently found
that changes in cell shape may directly alter the magnitude of contractile forces that cells can exert on their
adhesions [16,17], suggesting the possibility that the
global shape of the cell (i.e., the degree to which it distorts) may feed back to regulate local FA formation at
the cell base through this mechanoregulatory pathway.
We have previously developed a method to pattern
ECM on surfaces to control cell shape while holding the
ECM-coating density constant, as well as another strategy to control cell spreading independently of the total
amount of ECM ligand that comes in contact with the cell
[18,19]. In the present study, we use these approaches to
vary endothelial cell shape and examine its eﬀects on FA
assembly. Our results show that the formation of stable
FAs requires cell spreading and that this inside-out signaling is mediated by changes in mechanical forces
exerted on integrin adhesion sites at the cell base.
Materials and methods
Cell culture. Bovine capillary endothelial (BCE) cells were cultured
in standard growth media under 10% CO2 on gelatin-coated tissue
culture dishes in Dulbecco’s modiﬁed Eagle’s medium (DMEM) containing 10% calf serum, 2 mM glutamine, 100 lg/ml streptomycin,
100 lg/ml penicillin, and 1 ng/ml basic ﬁbroblast growth factor (bFGF).
Human endothelial cells (HMVEC) were cultured in endothelial basal
medium (EBM; Clonetics) containing 10% fetal calf serum, 1 lg/ml
hydrocortisone, 10 ng/ml epidermal growth factor (EGF), 10 lg/ml
bovine brain extract, 50 lg/ml gentamycin, and 50 lg/ml amphotericinB. Experiments with HMVECs were carried out in medium containing
2% serum; BCE cells were studied in deﬁned medium containing
DMEM supplemented with basic ﬁbroblast growth factor (5 ng/ml),
human high density lipoprotein (10 lg/ml), and transferrin (10 lg/ml).
Microfabrication of patterned substrates. Culture substrates were
patterned with FN in islands such that the regions between the islands
were not adhesive to cells, as previously described [18,20,21]. Brieﬂy,
microfabricated elastomeric stamps were used to print hexadecanethiol
onto gold-coated cover glass and remaining spaces were coated with
tri(ethylene glycol)-terminated alkanethiol. Substrates were immersed
in 50 lg/ml of FN in PBS, rinsed with PBS, and handled using standard
cell culture techniques. Hexadecanethiol was purchased from Aldrich
and puriﬁed by silica gel column chromatography; the tri(ethylene
glycol)-terminated alkanethiol was synthesized as described previously.
Immunoﬂuorescence staining. Cultured cells were ﬁrst permeabilized
in a cytoskeletal stabilizing buﬀer (300 mM sucrose, 100 mM NaCl,
3 mM MgCl2 , 0.5% Triton X-100, and 10 mM Pipes, pH 6.8) [10], then
ﬁxed in 4% formaldehyde for 30 min, and washed in immunoﬂuorescence buﬀer (IFB), containing 0.1% Triton X-100 and 0.1% BSA in
PBS. The sample was incubated with primary antibody at 1 lg/ml in
IFB for 1 h, washed, and incubated in ﬂuorescent secondary antibody
in IFB for 1 h and washed. Actin was stained with TRITC conjugated
phalloidin (Sigma) in IFB for 1 h, and washed. Antibodies were obtained from commercial sources to recognize vinculin (Sigma),
phosphotyrosine (UBI), talin (Sigma), paxillin (Sigma), FAK (Transduction Laboratories), aVb3 integrin (Chemicon), and b1 integrin
(Biosource). Secondary antibodies conjugated to Texas Red or FITC
were obtained from Amersham and used at 1:40 dilution from stock.
Quantitation of cell shape and cell-ECM contact areas. Image processing software (BDS Image, Oncor) was used to calculate projected
cell areas from images grabbed from the microscope through a CCD

camera. Projected cell areas were determined from interactive tracing
of cell edges of phase images. ECM contact areas were calculated in
square micrometers based on intersection of images of direct ﬂuorescence staining of ECM islands with projected cell areas.
Fluorescence quantitation of FA formation. The total amount of
FAs formed per cell was measured using confocal microscopy to image
cells stained by immunoﬂuorescence for vinculin and phosphotyrosine.
Images were taken at the plane of the cell–substrate interface, and
quantiﬁed by integrating the pixel intensities across the area of a cell,
deﬁned by manually tracing the cell boundary. The signals were normalized to a standard sample that was used to calibrate the laser
between each sample.

Results
To ﬁrst examine whether cell shape might aﬀect the
extent of FA formation, square islands of diﬀerent sizes
were created on planar glass substrates (Fig. 1A) by
microcontact printing self-assembled monolayers of the
protein-adhesive alkanethiol, HS(CH2 )15 CH3 in square
forms; the areas between the islands were then ﬁlled in
with a self-assembling, non-adhesive, and ethylene glycol-terminated alkanethiol. When the engineered substrates were incubated in a solution of FN, this ECM
protein rapidly adsorbed only to the surface of the
square islands and not to the surrounding regions
(Fig. 1B). BCE cells plated on these substrates in deﬁned
medium containing saturating concentrations of growth
factor selectively attached to the islands, and spread to
take on the size and shape of the squares, ranging from
10 to 50 lm in side length (Fig. 1C). Thus, the degree of
cell spreading and ﬂattening was directly controlled by
the size of the island, without varying the local density
of FN in contact with cells.
To examine FA formation in cells spread to diﬀerent
degrees, samples were ﬁxed, immunoﬂuorescently probed for vinculin and phosphorylated tyrosine [10], and
imaged using confocal microscopy. Qualitatively, vinculin staining appeared to be most prominent along cell
borders regardless of island size (Fig. 1D). However, the
punctate focal adhesions typically found underneath the
central region of adherent cells only became prominent
in cells that were spread on squares with sides of 40 lm
or larger. When the amount of vinculin staining was
quantiﬁed, we found that the amount of FA formation
in cells correlated with the degree of cell spreading regardless of island size (Fig. 1E). Quantitation of
phosphotyrosine within FAs indicated the existence of a
similar correlation between the level of tyrosine kinase
signaling within FAs and the extent of cell spreading
(Fig. 1E).
Cells plated on larger islands were not only more
spread, but they also came in direct contact with more
immobilized FN due to the increased surface area covered. Thus, it remained unclear whether the increase in
the total amount of FA per cell was a result of contact
with more FN causing increased binding of integrins, or
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Fig. 1. Cell shape-dependent control of FA formation on micropatterned adhesive islands of diﬀerent size coated with FN. (A) Diagram of an
assortment of square adhesive islands with sides ranging from 10 to 50 lm in length that were micropatterned onto substrates using microcontact
printing. (B) An immunoﬂuorescence micrograph showing staining for adsorbed FN selectively limited to the square islands. (C) A diﬀerential
interference contrast micrograph of BCE cells cultured on diﬀerent sized, square FN islands. (D) Fluorescent confocal micrographs of individual,
vinculin-labeled cells cultured on square islands of diﬀerent sizes (lengths of sides are indicated). (E) Quantitation of total vinculin and total
phosphotyrosine labeling per cell, for cells cultured on diﬀerent sized squares. Over 30 cells per condition were averaged; error bars indicate standard
error of the mean.

a result of changes in cell shape and intracellular
structure. To distinguish these two possibilities, cells
were seeded onto closely spaced subcellular-scale islands
(again separated by non-adhesive regions) such that
single cells could spread across multiple islands. Using
this approach to change the size and spacing of the islands, we could vary cell spreading while maintaining
the total area of cell-FN contact constant (Fig. 2A). In
all experiments, the local molecular ECM coating density also remained constant, and at a level that would
optimally promote cell spreading on unpatterned substrates (Fig. 2A, bottom). When BCE cells were plated
on substrates containing 20 lm or larger spaces between
islands, they remained on single islands, whereas cells on
islands spaced 10 lm or less consistently spread across
multiple islands. When the island spacing was decreased
further, cell spreading continued to increase. Immunoﬂuorescence studies revealed that vinculin-containing
FAs preferentially localized along the circumference of
the subcellular-sized islands and coalesced to form larger, more intensely ﬂuorescent FAs as compared to
those observed within control cells cultured on unpatterned substrates (Fig. 2A, right). Furthermore, the
circumferential localization of vinculin around these islands was not symmetric. Most notably, the FAs that
formed on 3 lm diameter islands formed horseshoe-like
structures where the brightest staining faced away from
the centroid of the cell.
Using this method, three island coating patterns (3, 5,
and 10 lm circular islands) were chosen such that cell
spreading could be varied more than ten fold, even
though the cells came in contact with the same total

amount of FN per cell (Fig. 2B). The amount of FAs
formed in each cell under diﬀerent spreading conditions
was quantiﬁed using confocal microscopy to measure
the total area of vinculin and phosphotyrosine staining
per cell. The total FA area formed per cell increased
directly as cell spreading was promoted, though the
amount of ECM per cell was held constant (Fig. 2B). To
conﬁrm this ﬁnding, a second series of patterns containing parallel lines of similar widths and spacings (3–
10 lm line widths and 5–20 lm spacings) was used to
promote cell spreading without varying cell-ECM contact area. Again, FAs formed in proportion to the degree at which cells spread across the substrate. When all
of the data for vinculin and phosphotyrosine per cell
obtained from cells cultured on the diﬀerent shaped islands used in this study (squares, circles, and lines) were
pooled and plotted as a function of ECM-cell contact
area or cell spreading area, no correlation between total
ECM amount and FA area could be demonstrated (not
shown). In contrast, the projected cell area correlated
directly with the total area of FA formed per cell as well
as the total amount of phosphotyrosine staining
(Fig. 2C).
The FAs that formed when cells were plated on 3 and
5 lm circles, and contained both vinculin and phosphotyrosine, appeared signiﬁcantly brighter and larger
than FAs formed in cells cultured on control, unpatterned substrates. To conﬁrm that these structures were
FAs, cells were stained for many other proteins found
within FAs, including paxillin, talin, FAK, and integrins
a5b1 and aVb3. In all cases, like vinculin, these FA
proteins were found in the ring-like structures oriented
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Fig. 2. FA formation increases as cell spreading is promoted. (A) Diagrams of adhesive patterns (left), phase contrast images of cells (middle), and
immunoﬂuorescence images of vinculin in a series of micropatterned substrates where single cells can spread across multiple, small adhesive islands.
The bottom row shows a cell on an unpatterned FN substrate. Scale bars indicate 10 lm in length. (B) Quantitation of total contact area of FN per
cell (ECM per cell), projected cell area (cell spreading), and amount of vinculin per cell on three diﬀerent micropatterned substrates containing 3, 5, or
10 lm circular islands. (C) Quantitation of total vinculin and phosphotyrosine per cell plotted against projected area of cells for cells cultured on
many diﬀerent micropatterned geometries, including squares, circles, lines, and unpatterned substrates.

along the periphery of the FN islands (Fig. 3). Doublelabeling experiments also conﬁrmed that the diﬀerent
FA proteins co-localized in similar locations (Fig. 3).
Again, these ring-like structures were asymmetric and

appeared to stain most intensely on the distal side of the
islands (i.e., relative to the cell center).
FA assembly can be modulated by the level of tensional forces that are transmitted across integrin recep-

Fig. 3. Distribution of focal adhesion components in cells cultured on substrates micropatterned with small (3 and 5 lm) FN islands. Cells were
immunostained for vinculin, paxillin, talin, phosphotyrosine, FAK, and integrins a5b1 and aVb3. Both single (vinculin and paxillin) and double
(talin vs. phosphotyrosine, integrin a5b1 vs. phosphotyrosine, and integrin aVb3 vs. FAK) immunoﬂuorescence images demonstrated localization of
FA components to the periphery of these FN islands. Scale bars indicate 10 lm in length.
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tors [15,22] and tractional forces exerted by the cytoskeleton are directed from the periphery towards the cell
center [12,14]. Thus, one possibility for this asymmetric
localization of FAs in the present study is that intracellular mechanics may alter the architecture of the adhesions: tension may be greater at the distal side of the
FAs compared to its proximal side. While immunoﬂuorescence studies revealed that neither microtubules nor
intermediate ﬁlaments localized to these FAs, the distribution of actin stress ﬁbers (as visualized by rhodaminated-phalloidin labeling) was dramatically altered by
the artiﬁcial geometry of the surface (Fig. 4). Stress ﬁbers were anchored at the periphery of islands where
FAs formed and stretched from island to island across
non-adhesive regions as if they mapped out tension ﬁeld
lines within the cytoskeleton. Confocal microscopy of
FAs double stained for vinculin and F-actin conﬁrmed
that these cytoskeletal ﬁlaments inserted in a crescent
only on the distal side of the 3 lm circles (Fig. 4). Thus,
the site of greatest tensional stress application, as implied by the position of the actin stress ﬁbers, correlated
closely with the asymmetric distribution of FAs around
these islands (Fig. 3). These results suggested that cell
shape may modulate FA formation by controlling the
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amount of cytoskeletal tension that is exerted on integrin receptors bound to immobilized FN at the cell base.
To test directly whether the assembly and asymmetric
shape of these FAs were sensitive to changes in cytoskeletal tension, BCE cells spread across 5 lm diameter
islands were exposed to inducers and inhibitors of actomyosin-based tension generation. Control (untreated)
cells again formed FAs that were more intensely stained
distally on the islands (Fig. 5A). The addition of
thrombin, a potent vasoconstrictor, caused a dramatic
increase in total FA staining on the islands (Fig. 5B) as
more of the island became mechanically engaged, and
the asymmetry of the staining pattern intensiﬁed. To
examine this eﬀect more closely, we examined this eﬀect
of cytoskeletal tension on FAs using the much larger
HMVECs. Again, FA staining was restricted to the
circumference in control cells (Fig. 5E) and intensiﬁed
with the addition of thrombin (Fig. 5F). In these cells,
the tension-dependent intensiﬁcation clearly illustrates
that the degree of asymmetry and circumferential localization of the FAs is driven by cytoskeletal tension.
In contrast, 2,3-butanedione monoxime (BDM) and
KT5926, inhibitors of myosin-activated contractility
that act via distinct mechanisms, induced almost

Fig. 4. Structural asymmetry within FAs on micropatterned substrates. (A) Immunoﬂuorescence image of F-actin (red) and vinculin (green) in a BCE
cell cultured on 3 lm diameter FN islands. Scale bar indicates 10 lm in length. (B–D) High magniﬁcation confocal images of a single FA formed on
one FN island, showing F-actin (B), vinculin (C), and combined staining (D). Scale bars indicate 3 lm in length.

Fig. 5. Mechanical tension in the cytoskeleton modulates FA amount and structure. Immunoﬂuorescence images of vinculin in BCE (A–D) and
HMVEC (E–H) cells on 5 lm islands that were untreated (A,E) or exposed to thrombin (B,F), BDM (C,G), or KT5926 (D,H). Scale bars indicate
10 lm in length.
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complete FA disassembly in both BCEs (Figs. 5C and
D) and HMVECs (Figs. 5G and H). Interestingly, these
inhibitors also reduced the asymmetry previously observed in untreated cells, although the FA staining still
remained limited to the periphery of the islands. These
results show that the size and position of FAs are
modulated by both the level and direction of intracellular forces.

Discussion
By using a microprinting approach to vary the geometry of cell–substrate interactions and thereby control cell shape, we have identiﬁed a previously
unrecognized causal relationship between ECM, cell
shape, and FA regulation. In general, it is assumed that
FA assembly is controlled by clustering of integrin receptors induced by binding to immobilized ECM ligands, and that FA formation is then necessary for cell
spreading. In contrast, in the present study we show that
FA assembly can be varied independently of the total
amounts of ECM binding, and instead, that it scales
directly with cell spreading. Importantly, when cells
spread to the same degree had diﬀerent amount of ECM
beneath them (e.g., cells on single islands vs. on multiple
dots), the FA quantity per cell was not signiﬁcantly
diﬀerent. Thus, although ECM binding is required for
FA formation, neither binding to a high density of immobilized ECM ligand nor to a large amount of ECM is
suﬃcient to promote FA assembly. Taken together,
these results demonstrate that FA formation is also
governed by changes in internal cytoskeletal structure
and mechanics that result from large-scale changes in
cell shape (i.e., cell distortion).
The mechanism by which cell shape regulates FA
formation was suggested by previous studies which
showed that cytoskeletal tension and mechanical stress
directly aﬀect FA assembly [12,14,15,23]. However,
while past studies implied that mechanical stresses applied directly to integrins modulate associated FA assembly, our results demonstrate that the global shape of
cells and their internal cytoskeletal structure play an
important role in constraining the magnitude, distribution, and direction of such stresses across the cell surface, and thereby control local FA assembly and
organization. In fact, the asymmetric structure of the
FAs on small islands correlated directly with the tension
ﬁeld patterns and distribution of actin ﬁlament staining.
FA formation also could be increased or decreased by
raising or lowering cytoskeletal tension, respectively,
using pharmacological agents. Moreover, the horseshoelike distribution of FAs on the subcellular-sized, circular
islands appeared to be polarized in the axis of the
overlying stress ﬁbers, and exaggerated when tension
was increased. Conversely, inhibiting actomyosin ten-

sion decreased FAs signiﬁcantly, and abolished the
horseshoe polarity. But even in these non-contractile
cells, FAs appeared as faint symmetric hollow rings,
rather than be evenly distributed across the entire island,
again conﬁrming that integrin contact with ECM alone
is not suﬃcient to explain FA formation. Taken together with recent work demonstrating that cell shape
can regulate the magnitude of contractile force generated in cells [16,17], these ﬁndings suggest that mechanical tension in the cytoskeleton, rather than ECM
presentation, molds the shape and distribution of FAs.
Past studies have demonstrated that many fundamental biological processes, such as growth, diﬀerentiation, migration, and apoptosis, are mediated by
changes in cell shape and cytoskeletal integrity [1,2].
Here, we identify the existence of a control mechanism
whereby cell shape also regulates the quantity, size, and
organization of FAs, and we show that this is mediated
through changes in cell contractility. Because FAs contain signaling components from a large number of signaling cascades [1,24], shape-regulated FA formation
could provide a molecular mechanism for how cell
structure and physical distortion of cell shape can be
transduced into biochemical signals inside the cell. Thus,
this inside-out regulation of FA assembly may be critical
in integrating many physical cues—cell shape, ECM
compliance, intracellular tension, and cytoskeletal
architecture—into the signals that drive cell function.
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